
Security & Compliance Spec

Capabilities

The Fortress Wallet supports NFTs on:

Ethereum Polygon Solana

As well as your proprietary FTs (fungible tokens) for your rewards programs such as:

Frequent flier miles Gaming rewards

Frequent buyer/participant rewards Sales motivation & incentives

And, of course, the top crypto assets including:

BTC ETH MATIC

SOL USDC and others

Compliance

The Fortress Wallet connects to Fortress Trust’s BSA-compliant sanctions screening program to detect & defeat bad actors, terrorist 
financing, money laundering, and other sanctioned activities. This is done with no additional or intrusive identity requirements. 


@wallet creation, Fortress screens for:

OFAC, EU, Canada, and Global Watchlists (1,000+ sanctions and enforcement lists)

US and International Politically Exposes Persons (PEP)

311 Special Measures

@continuous, ongoing:

Watchlists are rescreened daily

All incoming and outgoing transactions are screened against the OFAC wallet blacklists

311 Special Measures

Security

Enterprise grade security includes the key management layer and, importantly, the composition of the team building the technology as 
well as how that technology is managed and maintained.


Key Management

Our key management infrastructure is comprised of three battle tested layers for enterprise-grade security:


1. Multicloud MPC-CMP Cryptography: MPC-CMP private key protection layer removes the single point of compromise from both 
external hackers and insiders – as the private key is never concentrated on a single device at any point in time.

2. Intel SGX: Keys stored in SGX cannot be extracted even if malware or a hacker has control over the server’s OS – as the memory 
space and the data in the SGX enclave are encrypted.

3. Policy Engine: The policy engine requires human authorization on high value transaction in cold storage.
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Team

All engineers, not just the security team, must pass four security certifications annually to comply with ISO 27001 (ISCS focused), 
27701 (Privacy focused), 20000 & 14385 (ITIL focused); architects must get provider specific architecture certifications; and ethical 
hackers need a minimum of three certifications from Offensive Security, SANS, eLearnSecurity, EC-Council, and/or CREST.


Technical Operations

On the engineering team, no engineer has any access (read or write) to the images that contain any microservice. Images are built with 
CI and there’s a service connection from the CI server to the container registry where the images are stored ensuring there’s no human 
touch or human point of failure involved. Devops & security team leads have read access for binary assessment…but even they don’t 
have write access. 

We don’t perform tasks “manually”. All work is done through the automated pipeline by deploying scripts which are checked in to git 
repos with code reviews, dual control, and necessary approval workflows. 

We maintain a system of operational controls including mandatory code reviews; activity logs with notifications to the security team; 
separation between development, QA, and deployment; and dual control on any production changes. Production access is granted 
through the principle of least privilege with automatic expiration and always requires another engineer to be present either physically or 
remote through video call with screen sharing. 
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Data: The Vault

Private data, including intellectual property (music, film, art, books, etc), event tickets, legal documents, healthcare records, real estate 
deeds, securities certificates can be encrypted and held exclusively in Google Cloud and overseen by Fortress Trust as the regulated 
financial institution. The wallets ensure that only the authorized NFT holder can decrypt and access the associated private data 
exclusive to that specific NFT.

Business Continuity

Continuity for Integrators - In the event the platform integrating the Fortress Wallet is no longer able to service users for any reason, 
those users are able to come to Fortress directly and request their assets be transferred to another wallet. This creates a level of 
redundancy and peace-of-mind continuity for platforms to give their users as they will always be able to access to their assets even if 
the platform is down.



Continuity of Fortress - First, it’s critical to note that trust companies do not hold customer assets “on balance sheet”, they are 
segregated and held exclusively for the customers who own them; thus there is never risk of creditor claims or losses from lending 
customer assets or other activities. And as a regulated Financial Institution in the event of “what happens if Fortress Trust goes down?” 
the scenario is the same regardless of whether a bank or trust company holds cash or holds other assets (be they digital or traditional). 
The regulators would come in, take control of assets and operations, and ensure an orderly transition of all assets to a new financial 
institution. Thus user assets, keys and data held in the Vault are not compromised or put at risk, ever.






Ecosystem Roadmap

1. Wallet addressing - changing the user experience to simplify the traditional crypto complex wallet address conventions used to 
send/receive NFT’s… 
              Old: “0x0178A9771d1tA07E037x225b70e973257020c2a9”

              New: “JohnSmith”, “Excalibur”, etc

2. Unlimited folders - for organizing NFTs (e.g. music, art, event tickets, securities, estate documents, real estate, etc).

3. Buy/Sell/Hold/Use crypto – the ability to buy or sell crypto, hold it, and use it for gas or other fees & purchases.

4. Unlimited accounts & custody – a users wallet will soon be able to hold unlimited personal, business, IRA, trust and royalty 
accounts. Those accounts will be able to hold custody of digital assets, as well as many types of fiat (US dollars, Euro’s, etc). 
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